
BlastTM

SPECS
Zytel® Contoured Handle Grips

Needlenose Pliers
Regular Pliers

Wire Cutters
Hard-Wire Cutters

Clip-Point Knife
Wood/Metal File

Saw
Scissors

Large Screwdriver
Small Screwdriver

Phillips Screwdriver
Small Bit Driver

Phillips and Flat Tip
Eyeglasses Screwdriver Bit

Ruler (8 inch/19 cm)
Bottle/Can Opener

Wire Stripper
Lanyard Attachment

4 inches
6.9 ounces

Zytel® Grips
Blast’s new handle design with Zytel inserts
provides a comfortable grip whether you’re 
working for a few minutes or a few hours.

Clever
Leatherman’s three-
in-one design gives
you a can opener,
bottle opener and
wire stripper in just
one blade. It keeps
the tool lightweight
while adding more
functions.

Sharp
Our 420 stainless 
steel knife is precision
ground while immersed
in coolant for the
sharpest blade possible.
The cutting edge on the
Blast knife blade does
not come in contact
with the inside of the
handle—something that
can dull knives when 
folded for storage. 

Strong
We already had the
strongest pliers out
there, but now we’ve
redesigned them to
withstand 133%
more squeezing load.

Durable
Leatherman scissors
are strong enough to
cut seat belts, fishing
line, zip-ties and 
fabric. In fact, our
scissors can open
and close over
44,000 times and
still perform as well
as they did on the
first cut.

Precise
Screwdrivers are
ground for sharp 
edges. This extra
manufacturing step
lets you hold a screw
better and reduces
slippage.

Efficient
Open-tooth saw blades get off to an easy
start and resist “filling up” when working
through wet wood or other sticky substances.

New Jaw Design
Our new jaw design includes wire cutters
with 58% more cutting area than before.
Leatherman’s wire cutters can repeatedly
cut 12-penny nails and still cut the finest
monofilament you can find.

Detailed
Our interior blades
rotate individually,
letting you easily
grab one tool at a
time. It’s one of the
many Leatherman
details that guarantee
your multi-tool is
ready to work every
time you need it.
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Blast features all-locking blades that are
over 50% stronger than our original
locks. The new design is easy to release
for quick folding.

The Leatherman Difference
Leatherman is known for producing the world’s most
precisely engineered multi-tools. Tim Leatherman’s
manufacturing standards remain unmatched in the
industry today. With our newest line of products, the
Leatherman tradition of innovation, tight specifications
and strength continues to endure.

Our expertise doesn’t end with our tools—it also shows in our service. Competitive
pricing, prompt delivery, excellent customer service and outstanding warranty 
support round out our dedication and commitment to you.

Even more features are quickly added to
Blast with Leatherman’s Removable Bit
Driver. The driver fits easily over Blast’s
Phillips screwdriver blade, letting you
switch bits and be ready for any situation. 

The Removable Bit Driver is sold with bits
that are engineered and manufactured 
to Leatherman’s exacting standards. 
Made from S2 Tool Steel, they are 
35% stronger than stainless. A zinc 
coating makes them even more corrosion
resistant. All are ground to perfection,
with a Rockwell hardness of HRC59.

Removable
Bit Driver
(Sold separately)

Sharper and Bigger than
Competitive Multi-Tool Knives
Compared to other multi-tools 
in the same price range, Blast 
features the largest knife blade. Blast                  Competitor blade

Leatherman has engineered a longer knife blade that still fits in a compact 
multi-tool. You’ll get the benefit of a longer cutting edge that can slice through
any amount of work. 

BlastTM Lock System
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Hex 4mm and 5mm

Hex 6mm and 1/4”

Torx #10 and #15

Phillips #0 and #3

Screwdrivers .075” 
and .200”

The Leatherman Warranty
Leatherman Tool Group, Inc. proudly stands behind our products. If you ever have
a problem with a genuine Leatherman tool, you can count on us to make it right
with fast warranty service for a full 25 years from the purchase date.
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